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Prayers: father of Oy 
Trotter (Al) is still 
missing In boating

tragedy.
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Pussla,

When the seeds of Communism were being eown In Russia, 
Our Blessed Mother was conveying to the world the 
weapon to ocunteract that evil.

Her weapon Is prayer and sacrifice, This le what she 
revealed at Fatima, Portugal In 1917. "If my requests
are heard, Russia \111 be converted and there will be 
peace, \
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If there la no prayer and sacrifice, then "great errors 
% will spread throughout the world, giving rise to wars 

and persecutions against the Church. The good will 
suffer much. Different nations will be destroyed.

Marriage Is Not Fatal,

Marriage must never be taken as "a fatal step." Some call It'that, but they are 
all wrong, God Instituted this state of life as a means of happiness and content
ment for both the husband and the wife,

What most people do not realize is that Christian marriage Is not a union of a man 
and woman - two. It Is a union of three. The third person Is Our Blessed Lord,
It Is this presence of Christ that takes the chance of failure out of marriage.

Christian marriage Is a Sacrament, that Is, one of the seven different special ways 
Christ uses to enter into Intimate oontoct with human hearts, minds and wills.
Every Sacrament is, as it were, Christ reaching down from Heaven to give a helping 
hand to the recipient.

In the case of marriage, the assistance that Christ gives is not just a temporary 
one, It is a daily contact, a day-ln and day-out cooperation with both the husband 
and wife. The Sacrament of Matrimony brings the power of Christ to the couole.

Both those who are looking forward to marriage and those who are already married 
must remember that this union is "In Christ," which Is another way of saying that 
they will never be alone in this state of life, but that Our Blessed Lord will work 
with them in seeking tempoial and eternal joy and contentment,

The helping hand that Christ offers to the husband and wife Is extended to them the 
ant they say, "I will," And it remains extended to them until "death do us part. 

. o right to all the divine assistance necessary for a h^ony and holy marriage comes 
the day of marriage. But the graces come when they are needed.
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'' la impossible t ; describe with completeness the extent of Christ's help to the
Jlo. he wh)c I.* to them little Inspirations, when Re chooses and when they need

Ho shows b tn parties ways and means of loving one another and their children
: perfectly# He consoles them in time of trial. He carries a greater part of
' - r worrlen and suffering. Christ sows the good seed. If marriage fails, it is 

because one or both parties would not let the seed take root, 'where husbxnd 
* wife cooperate with Christ there will bo a happy home*

',ry homo ought to have an attractive picture of the Sacred Heart placed where it 
J bo often and easily seen, because if Christ is a partner in life, the remembrance 

I ais presence will bring confidence and consolation.


